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ABSTRACT

A simpl i fied method is presented for calculati ng mean major species con
centrations (02' CO2, CO) in turbulent fires for any fuel given the
species distribution of the same fuel in a laminar diffusion flame. This
method, verified by extensive measurements, uses a probability d Iat r t bu
tion function (Pdf) for the conserved scalar in turbulent fires together
wi th a uniform mi xedness parameter throughout the flames, first proposed
in this work. For minor species concentrations (e.g., NO x' soot) that
also de pend on the local Kolmogorov straining rates of turbulence, the
present method might be extended by including the distribution of
turbulent straining rates in a fashion strongly suggested by recent
evidence of soot-flame radiation and NO x yield in turbUlent diffusion
flames. Finally, based on the present method, an integral model is
outlined for turbulent buoyant jet flames.

CHEMICAL SPECIES IN TURBULENT FIRES

It is surprising that data obtained by L. Orloff(1) on mean major species
concentrations in turbulent pool fires can be correlated with the mean
corresponding mixture fraction independently of 1) location inside the
f ire plume, 2) the total heat release rate, or 3) the diameter of the
fire. Figure 1(a,b,c) illustrates this result notwithstanding the scatter
close to the maximum concentration values. Figure 1 also Incl udea the
corresponding data for the opposing laminar flame of Tsuji and Yamaoka(2).
Plotting the experimental data in terms of the coordinates of Figure 1
implies 1) equal diffusivities and 2) chemical reactions unaffected by the
straining action of the flowfield. The average elemental fraction or
mixture fraction used as abscissa in Figure 1 is a conserved quantity in
the fire and represents, for example, the ratio of car-bon at om mass at a
given place relative to the carbon atom mass at the source l 1 J.

If the previous assumptions are accepted, the results of L. Orloff(1) as
illustrated in Figure 1 suggest the possibility of predicting the major
species concentrations in turbulent fires by using a simple mixing and
combustion model.

First, we observe that turbulent buoyant flames generate large eddies that
move rather lazily inside the fire plume. The visible Kolmogorov micr-o
scale is about 1-2 em. The diffusivity is of order of 2 cm2;sec so that

9,2
the Kolmogorov time scale 'K - D is of the order of a second. This time
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scale is quite insensitive to the heat release rate or the flame s i z
For common fuels, the reaction times are much smaller than the Kolmogor
time scales characteristic for turbulent buoyant fires. It follows th
the r e ac t l on zones are also much smaller than the Kolmogorov microsca
and thus, the instantaneous diffusion flame structure is unaffected by t
transient nature of the turbulent field.* In addition, experiments ha
established that, away from extinction conditions, the chemical structu
within laminar diffusion flames is quite insensitive to their loc
straining rates or flow times, so that the concentration of major stab
species is a unique function of the mixture fraction, I; : Y = Y (I;
(cf with Figure 1). Therefore, we may conclude that in t3r~ulen€'hr
the instantaneous concentration of a stable species should be equal to i
value corre:sJPonding to laminar diffusion flame conditions.

Such a simple relationship suggests that one can predict the mean speci
concentrations in turbulent fires if the probability distribution, P(I;
of the random varying value of the mixture fraction, 1;, is known, i.e.

1
f YS,L(I;) P(I;,~,~) dl;
o

where we assume that P(U is functionally dependent on the average val
of I; and its mean square fluctuations ~.

It is difficult to predict or measure the probability distribution fun
tion of t(he) conserved scalar, 1;, notwi thstanding the recent advances
this area 4. (Two areas not yet satisfactorily modeled are: a) t
dissipation and mixing of a conserved scalar, and b) the velocity-co
centration correlations u'I;'). Instead, we used a pdf for the conserv
scalar having parameters that match measured_J2I' p~":-~~'?.t.-e_~) values of t

mean mixture fraction ~ and its fluctuations 1;'2 = (I; ~ ~)2. In genera
the pdf of a conserved scalar has the following form:

where (2)

Here a and Y represent fractions of the yet unmixed constituents (I;
for air; I; 1 for fuel); B is the fraction of the gas mixed
turbulence; finally Pt(l;) is the Pdf of the turbulence mixed part:
f Pt (Udl; = 1. (0 ;;; I; ;;; 1). (Note that a + B + Y = 1.) The shape
the turbulent part BPt(l;) can be that of an arbitrary function clipped
I; = 0 and I; = 1. Figure 2 illustrates the general form of the probab i Li
distribution function. For a beta-pdf the spikes at 1;=0 and at 1;=1 a
included in the form of the beta-function:

where r ( ) is the classical r- funct ion and the parameters A, n , m a
related to the average value of ~ and its fluctuations by:

* If the reaction time and hence, the reaction zone are greater than
corresponding KoLmogcrov scales, the structure of the instantaneous c
fusion flame will be affected by the turbulent flow. It is difficult
describe the combustion in such flows. Fuel eddies with a life t
(which is reciprocal to their characteristic strain rate) larger than
reaction time will sustain regular diffusion flames, while fuel edc
with a life time much less than the reaction-time will extinguish and
directly with the air without sustaining combustion.
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n ~ Db)

m (1",,~) (3c)

A = ~.J..1"'~)
~ 1 Dd)

"f'2
We used different forms of the "turbulent" Pdf, Pt(~), (e.g. Beta, Gaus
sian) to predict the mean species concentrations based on eq. 1*. To com
plete the calculations, one has to select a value for the level of
fluctuations ~ (all "turbulent" pdf's used here are two parameter
functions). The appropriate parameter is the relative mixedness ratio:

;:; 1 (4 )

which is always less than one. Note that the denominator of eq. 4 rep
resents the (maximum) level of fluctuations in the absence of molecular
mi x i ng , In general, the mixedness ratio (eq. 3) is a function of ({ ;
however, a fixed value throughout the flames proved to adequately describe
the data. In fact, the mixedness parameter E for a fuel jet would
decrease along the fire plume from a value one near the nozzle to the
asymptotic value of zero far from the source after combustion is completed

p
(note that for the far~field plume --- = constant).

({2
The results of the present analysis are compared in Figures 3(a,b,c) and
4 (a, b ,c) with the experimental data The laminar data of the opposi ng
diffusion flame of Tsuji and Yamaoka (2 ) , as shown in Figure 1(a,b,c), wer e
used as state functions Ys L(O in eq. (1) to calculate the species
concentrations in turbulent fires. Note that the experimental data of
Tsuji and Yamaoka do not include effects of radiation cooling which is
minimal in an opposing flow but reaches high values in turbulent buoyant
flames (about 30% for propane). It is apparent that the shape of the
"turbulent" part of the Pdf does not affect the resul ts s ignif i canny: a
beta pdf was used for the predictions shown in Figure 3 and a clipped
Gaussian in Figure 4. The best fit for all species (shown in Figures 3

p
and 4) was obtained for a value of the mixedness ratio E =------ =

i{ (1 = ~)

.11, which represents a rather large degree of molecular mixing (note that
E 1 in the absence of molecular mixing while E = 0 for complete
molecular mixing). There are no direct measurements of the mixedness
parameter or the fluctuations of the mixture fraction in axisymmetric
turbulent buoY1nt jets. Calculations based on k-E-g models inside the
flame envelope 10) provide val ues consistent with the "bes ttl es timated
value here.

One may reach the following conclusions by inspection of Figures 3 and
4: 1) For fuel lean (£: < .2) or stoichiometric conditions, the present
combustion and mixing model predicts well the mean species concentration
in turbulent fires based on e q , (1), and a mixedness ratio E = .11; 2) For
fuel r Lch conditions, the present model underprediots the experimental
values. In faot, the experimental data for turbulent fires are higher

* The present analysis is based on the assumption that two parameters, i.e.
the mean ~ and its fluotuations are suffioient to determine the pr oba
bility distribution of the oonserved soalar.
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than the laminar data (cf Figure 3 and 1). It is easy to show that no p
model (including intermittency effects) based on eq. (1) can provide me
values larger than the laminar values. There is no reason to doubt t
accuracy of the experimental ?aya which are consistent with similar da
presented in the literature. 5 To resolve the discrepancy shown
Figure 3 and 4 for I; > .2, one needs to reevaluate a) the assumption
equal diffusivities, b) the possibility of local extinctions due
radiation cooling which may result in partially premixed condi tions-clo
to the fire source (large I; values), and c) the use of state functio
Ys L(I;) for laminar diffusion flames wherein significant radiation loss
occur.

The present method could be extended for the predictions of minor speci
concentrations (e.g. soot, NO x) that also depend on the local Kolmogor
straining rates of turbulence. For this purpose a joint pdf between t
mixture fraction, 1;, and the fluctuating Kolmogorov straining rates mu
be postulated. Such an apprOa?h WOU~d be consistent with recent eviden
in turbulent diffusion flames 11,12 : for example, measurements of N
yield and soot-flame radiation have been successfully correlated with t
flow parameters by assuming that both mean NO x and soot concentrations
the flames are inversely proportional to the mean straining rate inside
flamelet. This strainil!..g rate is inversely proportional to the me

Kolmogorov time: T
k

- I ~ , where v is the kinematic viscosity and E:

the mean turbulent dissipa~ion rate.

AN OUTLINE OF AN INTEGRAL MODEL FOR TURBULENT JET FLAMES BASED ON A GLOB
PDF APPROACH

The present analysis of a global pdf for calculating species concentr
tions leads to the development of an integral model for tur bulent fire
An outline of this model is presented in this section. For simplicity,
limit the discussion to turbulent buoyant jet fires. The integr
equations include: 1) the entrainment equation, 2) the momentum equatio
3) a conserved scalar equation, 4) a beta pdf for the conser ved scal
with a mixedness parameter (see eq. 4) E: = .11 as suggested by the prese
analysis, 5) assumed radial profiles for mean velocity and mean conserv
scalar, "€.

The entrainment equation in the combustion zone, i.e. Z < Zf' is

, for Z < Zf

where ljit is the total flow in the plume at height Z less than the fla
height, Zf' from the source which provides a fuel flow rate equal to mf ;
is the mass stoichiometric ratio (air to fuel); Cp is the specific heat
ambient temperature and lIH c is the heat of combustion per mass of fue
Subscript", refers to ambient property values. Finally, XA and XR a
respectively the overall combustion efficiency and radiant fraflio~. E
(5) has bern obtained from a correlation of experimental data ,7. F
pool fires 7) an equation different from eq. (7) ~ust be used. Strict
speaking, eq. (5) has shown to be applicClble(7J for relatively lar
values of the stoichiometric ratio S > 10, which most fuels have.

The mean momentum equation is:

dW
dZ (6a)

o
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or by employing perfect gas laws with equal molecular weight

dW
dZ

(T - Too) _

2'lf of g r:--- p rdr (6b)

(8a)

In eq. (6) W is the total mean momentum inside the plume at height Z from
the local source and T is its local mean temperature. The temperature in
e q, (6b) can be calculated by using a global pdf via an equation similar
to eq. (1), in terms of the local mean value of the conserved scalar ~:

r ("€) = f1 T
L
(U P (~,"€,€12) d~ (7)

o
One can use, for example, a beta pdf (see eq. 3) wherein the parameter

A = } - 1 = 8.09 (c = .11). In e q , (7), TL(U is the temperature profile

obtained from a Shvab-Zeldovich model of laminar diffusion flames or, more
desirably, from corresponding measurements (or exact numerical simulation)
of laminar flames in regions without any significant radiation (e.g. near
the base of a candle flame). Radiation losses are included in an average
manner by multiplying the temperature rise (6T = r-T ) calculated from
e q, (7) by (XA-XR) where XR is the global radiant "'fraction from the
turbulent buoyant jet flame and XA is the overall combustion efficiency.

The integral at the right hand side of eq. (6b) can be calculated if the
profiles of the mean scalar "€ throughout the flames are known. To Im
plement this task, we postulate the following profiles for the mean vel
ocity and mean mixture fraction:

(1 - L)
ljJt

~ ~c (1 - L) (8b)
ljJt

where ljJ is the stream function,
r

ljJ = 2'lf f up rdr (8c)
o

and subsor-Lpt c means centerline values. For partial justification, we
note that these profiles (L;e , eq. (8a) and (Bb ) ) coincide with Gaussian
radial profiles for Boussinesque-type (i.e. constant density) plumes
consistent with experiments.

Conservation of the conserved scalar implies:

(9)
o

where ril f is the fuel supply rate at the source (note that"t 1 at the
source). Eq. (9) where or-oaa-oor-r-ej at i ons have been neglected, can also
be written by using eq. (8c) as

ljJt

f "€ d ljJ ril f
0

or by using the profile (8a)

~c
1 rilf1jJ - =t 2

(lOa)

(lOb)
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or
2ril

f

ljJt

wherein ljJt' the total flow rate, is CalCU}'?ite~ by
that e q , (1 oc ) agrees with experimental data ( ,7

using eq.

(1 oc)

(5). No:

We rewrite the momentum equation (6b) in terms of the stream runct i.
variable:

(liT)
Too

g -=- dljJ
o u

J
ljJ- - ljJt

since W = 2TI P u 2 I'dI' = J

LHS of the m02entum equatioR.

u dljJ

(11)

and eq. (8a) has been applied in tl

We now have a complete system of equations namely: e q , (5) (ent.r-a i nmei
equation), eq. (11) (momentum equation), with the supporting equations:;
eq. (7) which provides the temperature profile for eq. (11) in terms'
the mean conserved scalar which has a profile given by eqs. (Bb ) and (10,
and b) the profile of the velocity, see eq. (8a). The solution of the:
equations allows one to calculate the centerline velocity in the plume.

Other relevant quanti ties can also be calculated from the present mode
for example, the fuel flow rate at height Z:

(12a)

n = ~ (12b)
ljJt

wherein YF(i;) is calculated from eq (1) and If is given by eqs. (8a) a
(lOc). Finally, rilf is the fuel flow rate and ljJt is given byeq. (5).
deriving eq. (12) we have neglected cross~correlation terms.

The present integral model differs from other integral models (8,9) f.
turbulent jet fires primarily because it prescribes the entrainme
equation directly as a function of height (see eq. (5)) and uses a glob
pdf approach to calculate combustion. It should also be emphasized th
top hat profiles for the properties in the flaming region cano
adequately approximate the burning in turbulent fires because of t
strong nonlinear dependence of temperature (and buoyancy) on mixtu
fraction through eq (7). The big drawba(ck ot' the present model, whi
also character i zes the previous models, 8,9) is the neglect of cro
correlation terms, especially between conserved scalar and velocit
Comparison of its prediction with experimental data will verify how cr
tical these terms are. The present integral model could be extended
predicting turbulent pool fires by using instead of eq. (5), a modifi
equation for entrai~~ent rates (see Ref. 7).

CONCLUSIONS

A global probability distribution function for the mixture fraction tog
ther with a uniform mixedness parameter (E = .11) have been used
correlate and predict species concentration in turbulent fires. The
predictions are in good agreement with experiments for lean fuel cond
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t i ons (mixture fraction <; < .2) and in fair agreement for rich fuel con
ditions (<; > .2). Based on this development, we have proposed a new self~

consistent integral model for turbulent buoyant jet flames which has the
following innovations: 1) an entrainment equation (see eq. (5)) prescribed
in terms only of the height Z and fuel properties based on previous
experimental data, and 2) the global pdf method for species concentrations
used to characterize combustion. The model predictions should be checked
with experimental data to investigate to what degree neglect of cross
correlation terms in the model affects its validity.

We caution that the calculation of species concentrations (see e q , 1 and
discussion folloWing eq. 4) relies on the assumption that radiation losses
do not significantly alter the state relationships, YS L' for the laminar
flamelets. Such an assumptions is a good approximatioh for total radiant
fractions, XR ~ 30%, as various measurements of CO, and soot overall yield
have shown. However, fluctuations of the r ad.i an t fraction together with
its spatial variations may result in local flame extinctions (and hence
higher soot or CO yields) when the radiant losses cause quenching of
gaseous reactions as the flame temperature becomes less than about
1500 oK. We promise to return to this subject in a later publication.

In conclusion, we again emphasize that species concentration (of CO, for
example) depend for the same fuel on a) thermochemical conditions (e.g.
vitiation, heating), b) radiant losses, and c) the level of turbulent flow
fluctuations (e.g. freefire plume;-wall plume, ceiling layer). These
effects-may explain the wide variation of CO concentration for the same
fuel observed in applications.
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Figure 1 a,b,c ,., CO 2, CO and 02 mean mass fractions in turbulent propane
fires correlated in terms of the local mixture fraction at various axial
and radial positions inside the flame. The corresponding laminar concen,.,
trations are also shown for the Tsuji and Yamaoka flame.
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Figure 2 - A sketch of a general two-parameter proba b i Lity distribution
function for the mixture fraction in turbulent fires.
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Figure 3 a,b,c - Calculated mass
fractions of CO2, CO and 02 in
turbulent fires by using a beta
probability distribution function
for the mixture fraction having a
mixedness parameter £ = .11.
The experimental data of Figure
are also shown for comparison.

Figure 4 a,b,c - Same as
Figure 3 but the turbulent
part of the probability
distribution function is a
clipped-Gaussian.
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